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In a recent note, Marcus () suggests that the rate of overregu-

larization of English irregular plural nouns is not substantively different

from that of English irregular past tense verbs. This finding is claimed

to be in conflict with the predictions of connectionist models (Plunkett

& Marchman, , ) which are said to depend solely on the

dominance of regular over irregular forms in determining overregulation

errors. However, these conclusions may be premature given that Marcus

averaged overregulation rates across irregular nominal forms that varied

in token frequency and across samples representing a broad range of

children’s ages. A connectionist view would predict an interplay between

type frequency and other item level factors, e.g. token frequency, as well

as differences in the developmental trajectories of the acquisition of

nouns and verbs. In this response, we briefly review longitudinal

parental report data (N¯) which indicate that children are signifi-

cantly more likely to produce noun overregularizations than verb

overregularizations across a prescribed age period ( ; to  ;). At the

same time, these data also show that children are familiar with pro-

portionately more irregular nouns than irregular verbs. These findings

are consistent with the predictions of Plunkett & Marchman (,
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) in that the larger regular class affects the frequency of noun errors

but also that familiarity with individual irregular nouns tends to reduce

the likelihood of overregularizations. In contrast to the conclusion of

Marcus (), the connectionist approach to English inflectional

morphology provides a plausible explanation of the phenomenon of

overregularization in both the English plural and past tense systems.



The productive use of inflectional morphology traditionally has been taken as

core evidence that language involves a specialized system of rules and

symbols (e.g. Pinker, ). Much of the evidence for this conclusion comes

from studies of the English past tense which report productive use of the

}ed} suffix even with irregular verbs (e.g. goed) and a U-shaped pattern of

development that involves initial correct usage, the subsequent onset of

errors, and finally a return to correct usage (e.g. Cazden,  ; Kuczaj,  ;

Marcus, Ullman, Pinker, Hollander, Rosen & Xu, ). Within most

symbolic accounts of this sort, it is assumed that regulars are generated by a

default ‘rule’ (e.g. pastU stem}ed}) which results in the on-line generation

of grammatically inflected forms whenever it is not ‘blocked’ by the

successful retrieval of an independently stored irregular form (a ‘blocking-

and-retrieval-failure’ model). This model further assumes that regular and

irregular forms are processed by distinct, modularly-organized and in-

dependent mechanisms (e.g. Pinker,  ; Marcus et al., ).

A dual-mechanism symbolic account has been challenged by work

within a connectionist framework which offers a substantially different

conceptualization of the phenomenon of overgeneralization within the

English past tense and the nature of linguistic systems more generally

(Rumelhart & McClelland,  ; MacWhinney & Leinbach,  ; Plunkett

& Marchman, ,  ; Daugherty & Seidenberg,  ; Marchman,

 ; Hare, Elman, & Daugherty,  ; see Elman, Bates, Johnson,

Karmiloff-Smith, Parisi & Plunkett,  for review). This alternative

proposes that a single lexically-based constraint-satisfaction mechanism

utilizes factors such as type and token frequency, patterns of phonological

regularity, and incremental learning in order to organize the regular map-

pings in the context of the heterogeneous set of irregular ones. This single-

mechanism account was first substantiated by the computational dem-

onstration that two mechanisms were not  to implement key aspects

of the behavioural profile of children who were in the process of learning this

inflectional system (Rumelhart & McClelland,  ; Plunkett & Marchman,

, ). Importantly, however, several specific hypotheses have been

empirically validated in children (Marchman & Bates,  ; Marchman, in

press) and adults (Daugherty & Seidenberg,  ; Marchman & Callan,





    

), and have been substantiated crosslinguistically and diachronically

(Hare & Elman,  ; Bybee, ).

In a recent note in this Journal, Marcus () extends the discussion of

these two models to another inflectional system, the English plural. Although

the English plural and past tense systems share many properties (e.g.

phonologically conditioned suffixation, irregular alternatives involving stem-

internal vowel change and zero-marking), there are some key configurational

differences. Specifically, in the past tense, about a hundred or so commonly

used irregular forms (e.g. goUwent ; seeU saw) coexist with many more verbs

that undergo one of three basic types of suffixation (i.e. the regulars). The

plural system, in contrast, is vastly over-represented by regular forms,

boasting only a handful of irregular alternatives to the ‘add a regular suffix’

pattern. Some of these irregular nouns are likely to be familiar to children

(e.g. toothU teeth ; mouseUmice), while others are clearly less frequent in the

speech to and by children (e.g. louseU lice) and}or are associated with

particular contexts (e.g. reindeerU reindeer).

Marcus claims that the difference in the proportion of regular to irregular

types in the English plural and past tense systems is key to distinguishing the

predictions of a symbolic versus connectionist model of the acquisition of

inflectional morphology. According to Marcus (), connectionist models

should overregularize irregular nouns at a higher rate than irregular verbs

because of the overwhelming predominance of regular to irregular nouns.

The symbolic approach, in contrast, is immune to the effects of the relative

size of the regular class. On this view, the default regular process always

applies unless an irregular is encountered. The number of regular and

irregular forms in the language is irrelevant.

Employing techniques similar to those in Marcus et al. (), Marcus

() analysed the rate of overregularization of irregular nouns in free

speech corpora for  children from the CHILDES database. The number

and frequency of samples for each child ranged from six occasional samples

over a period of  months to  samples taken weekly over two and a half

years. The entire period covered from  ; to  ;. All clear examples of plural

tokens were included (see Marcus, , p. , for a description of which

irregular nouns were excluded from the analysis). The total number of tokens

analysed per child ranged from five to . Overregularization rate was

calculated as the proportion of overregularized irregular plural tokens out of

the sum of correct and overregularized plural tokens produced across all

samples for a given child.

Comparing the findings from this analysis to that in Marcus et al. (),

Marcus concluded that the acquisition of English nominal and verbal

inflectional morphology is similar (rather than different) in two key ways:

() Averaging across children and items, the rate of overregularization of

English irregular plurals is comparable to the rate of overregularization of
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English irregular past tense forms (about %). (But note that this rate

increases to ±% if one excludes the three children who produced fewer

than seven irregular plural tokens (mean for the remainder of the sample¯
±, range¯– based on Table , p. ). All three of these children

had an overregularization rate of %.)

() Early in development, children undergo a period in which all irregular

forms are used correctly, prior to the onset of overregularizations. Of the

children who produced any plural overregularizations (seven of ), all of

them produced correct irregular plurals prior to the onset of erroneous

forms.

Marcus claims that these findings challenge ‘connectionist models which

attribute overregularization largely to the attraction of irregulars to large

numbers of regulars’ (p. ). Further, these data would appear to contradict

the view that there is a link between size of regular verb vocabulary and

overregularization errors in studies of real children (Marchman & Bates,

). Marcus concludes that his findings are instead ‘consistent with models

such as the blocking-and-retrieval-failure model in which regular forms are

produced by rule’ (p. ).

     

To evaluate Marcus’ conclusions, we review the explicitly stated predictions

of the connectionist approach regarding the basis for overregularizations in

connectionist networks. First, patterns of acquisition in the Plunkett &

Marchman (, ) models rest not only on the number of exemplars of

a given pattern (type frequency) but also on how frequently a given form is

encountered (token frequency):

‘One of the main findings of this work has been that a default regularization

process will emerge in a network when it is exposed to a suitably

configured vocabulary for a sufficient number of training trials. The

default regularization process is blocked when the network recognized

verb stems which it has been taught are irregular. Two factors enable

irregular verb stems to block the default regularization process: (a) their

high token frequency and (b) their phonological similarity to other

irregular verbs’ (Plunkett & Marchman, , p. ).

Thus, while high type frequency of regular forms provides the network

with the information it needs to abstract the regular pattern, the high token

frequency of individual stem-past tense pairs is one factor serving to protect

individual items from error. In extending the predictions to the English

plural, it is crucial to examine the impact of type frequency on rates of

overregularization in the context of information regarding the token fre-

quencies of individual irregular nouns. Several studies have demonstrated a

link between children’s acquisition of specific lexical items and their





    

frequency in the input (e.g. Huttenlocher, Haight, Bryk, Seltzer & Lyons,

 ; Barrett, Harris & Chasin, ), and this factor plays a considerable

role in determining rates of overregularization in connectionist networks.

Secondly, in the discussion of the origins of U-shaped development,

Marcus claims that connectionist models demonstrate early correct per-

formance because of ‘the high percentage of vocabulary which is irregular in

the early stages of training’ (p. ). This is not an accurate characterization

of performance in these networks. Early correct performance in the networks

(prior to the onset of overregularizations) results from the network learning

a small number of forms – regardless of mapping type. When vocabulary

size is small, correct usage derives from the network underexploiting the

resources available, allowing the network to ‘memorize’ individual map-

pings. In effect, each mapping is treated as if it were orthogonal to all other

mappings. Consequently, the various stem-past tense pairs are not subject to

interference. This pattern of performance is not unique to Plunkett &

Marchman (), but also applies to the learning exhibited in Rumelhart &

McClelland (). At the same time, the particular type of generalization

behaviour subsequently exhibited by these networks is dependent on learning

a sufficient number of regular mappings, a relationship that has been

substantiated in studies of real children (Marchman & Bates, ). Thus, by

incorporating key features of children’s vocabulary acquisition, such as small

initial vocabulary size, the phenomenon of early correct performance can be

framed in terms of the network’s underutilization of resources. The  of

errors depends upon learning a sufficient number of regular exemplars,

leading to interference between conflicting types of stem-past tense mappings

and erroneous output (for more discussion see Plunkett & Marchman, ,

).

       



In this paper, we present a comparison of the acquisition of English plural

and past tense forms in a longitudinal sample of twenty-six children,

focusing on the reported usage of correct irregular and overregularized nouns

and verbs. Each child’s production of plural and past tense forms is sampled

at the same five time points, over a period in which overregularization errors

first appear and hence are likely to be salient to parents. We use data from a

well-established parental report instrument, the MacArthur Communicative

Development Inventory (CDI) (Fenson et al., ). While not perfect in all

respects, parental report can be viewed to have advantages over other

techniques of language sampling in that it taps into parents’ knowledge of

their child’s productions across a variety of contexts. Further, we restrict our

analysis to a set of commonly used irregular nouns and verbs that are likely

to represent the first irregular forms learned by children. Although these
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items will naturally vary in frequency in the speech to and by children, all of

the items are common words that are likely to be represented in spontaneous

speech samples.

We first examine the frequency of reported overregularizations of irregular

nouns versus irregular verbs in this longitudinal sample of children. Secondly,

we look at indices of the general familiarity of these irregular nouns versus

verbs at each time point. If irregular plural nouns are more familiar than

irregular past tense verbs to young children, this advantage is likely to be

derived from a high frequency of occurrence in the input (e.g. Huttenlocher

et al., ) and has the potential to protect irregular nouns from overregu-

larization. Thus, we would predict that the errors in the nominal system

would not be as apparent as one might expect given that the nominal system

is overwhelmingly dominated by regular forms.



Subjects

Parental report data from the CDI: Words and Sentences (Fenson et al.,

) for  children ( males,  females) were analysed at five points

between the ages of  ; and  ;. Children were recruited through a subject

pool and through personal referrals. Parents of children in the subject pool

responded to newspaper advertisements asking families if they wished to

participate in a variety of developmental studies. The subjects represented a

range of ethnic, racial, educational, and socioeconomic groups. Most of the

children (%) were either first born or had no siblings in the same

household. Children were enrolled in the study when they were between six

and eight months of age. Although none of the children were exposed to a

second langauge at the time at which they were recruited, some of the

children had some exposure to a language other than English due to

subsequent child-care arrangements.

Procedure

Participants in this study were taking part in a larger study of language

acquisition. The component of this study relevant to the current analyses

involved parental report data collected on a monthly basis from the ages of

 ; to  ;. The parental report forms were mailed to the child’s family about

one week before the child’s monthly birthday. The children also had monthly

laboratory assessments beginning at  ;, and parents returned the forms

when they brought their child to the lab. After the first month, the items

checked on the returned form were filled in on the next month’s form prior

to sending it. This was intended to cut down on the time needed to complete

the form. However, parents were permitted to remove items that had been

filled in previously, and many did so if they no longer believed that their





    

child knew an item. A subset of those data are analysed here; in particular,

responses to the CDI at each of the following five -month intervals:  ;,

 ;,  ;,  ;, and  ;.

Responses from two sections of the CDI were analysed:

() Vocabulary checklist. A total of  words are presented alphabetically

within  subsections (e.g. animals, vehicles, etc.) and parents are asked to

indicate which of the words their child ‘says.’ Each of these items appears in

its singular or stem form.

() Sentences and Grammar. Parents are asked to indicate if their child

produces irregular nouns in their correct plural form (five items). Parents

are also asked to report whether their child produces irregular verbs in

their correct past tense form ( items). A subsequent section asks parents to

indicate if they ‘have heard (their) child say recently’ overregularized forms

of irregular nouns ( items) and verbs ( items).

Taking data from these two sections of the CDI together, we identified a

total of five irregular nouns (child, foot, man, mouse, tooth) and  irregular

verbs (blow, break, buy, drink, eat, fall, get, go, have, hear, hold, make, run, see,

sit, take) which appear on the Vocabulary Checklist and on both parts of the

Sentences & Grammar section. All five of these irregular nouns are generally

familiar to children in this age range, represented in at least five of the

samples reported in Marcus (). All  irregular verbs are also likely to

be generally familiar to young children, occurring in at least four, and more

typically nine or , of the samples analysed in Marcus et al. ().

Following the strategy used in Marchman & Bates (), we can

determine what proportion of these items a given child is reported to produce

in the singular or stem form on the checklist, in the correct irregular plural

or past tense form, and}or in an overregularized version. More specifically,

we computed the proportion of   (of five possible) that each

child was reported to produce on the Vocabulary checklist. These data

provide an estimate of each child’s familiarity with irregular nouns, regardless

of whether they are used in any type of plural form. We then calculated the

proportion of these nouns that each child was reported to use in the 

  (of five possible, children, feet, men, mice, teeth). For

example, a child who knows all five irregular nouns (%), but who only

produces two of them in their correct plural form would have a correct

irregular rate of % for nouns."

Finally, we computed an estimate of each child’s production of -

[] Since we were interested in whether children produce irregular nouns or verbs that they

 as correct irregular plural or past tense forms (see also Marchman & Bates, ),

we did not include those few nouns or verbs which were reported to be produced in a

correct irregular form (e.g. feet), but not in the corresponding singular or stem form on

the checklist (e.g. foot). This same strategy was applied to the calculation of estimates of

overgeneralizations for nouns and verbs as well.
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  for the irregular nouns that they are reported to know.# The

five irregular nouns appear in ten overregularized plural forms on the

Sentences and Grammar section of the CDI: childrens, childs, feets, foots,

mans, mens, mices, mouses, tooths, teeths. For each of the five nouns, we asked

whether the parent reported either one or both overregularizations (e.g.

childrens and}or childs). We then calculated the proportion of irregular nouns

(of five possible) that the parent reported that their child knew and that they

produced in any overregularized form. For example, a child who is reported

to know all five irregular nouns on the checklist and is also reported to say

tooths, teeths, and foots, would have an overregularized plural proportion

score of % (i.e. two of five possible nouns are overregularized in some

way).

For verbs, we computed analogous estimates of the proportion of -

  which a child is reported to produce on the Vocabulary checklist

(of  possible). These items also appeared as    

forms on the Sentences and Grammar checklist (blew, broke, bought, drank,

ate, fell, got, went, had, heard, held, made, ran, saw, sat, took). We thus

computed the proportion of irregular verbs that the child is reported to know

that they also are reported to produce as correct irregular past tense forms.

Finally, the proportion of    was calculated using

the following items: blewed, blowed, breaked, broked, buyed, drinked, dranked,

eated, ate, falled, getted, gotted, goed, wented, haved, heared, holded, maked,

runned, ranned, seed, sitted, satted, taked. We again calculated the number of

irregular verbs (of  possible) that the child knows and that the child is

reported to produce on the Sentence and Grammar checklist in any

overregularized form (e.g. eated or ated or both).

In summary, we examine the frequency with which children are reported

to use correct and overregularized plural and past tense forms. Comparisons

of the acquisition of the English nominal and verbal system can thus be made

in terms of general tendencies observable in a single sample of children who

are followed longitudinally across the age range during which the productive

use of English inflectional morphemes first tends to appear.



In Figure , we present the mean proportions of irregular nouns and verbs

which children are reported to produce in an overregularized form. These

patterns of responses were evaluated with a repeated measures multivariate

[] Following Marcus (), we restrict our analyses to overregularizations of irregular

nouns. However, it is well known that children will also produce errors on  nouns,

generating forms such as blockses or shoeses. Several examples of these regular-overregu-

larizations are included in the Sentences and Grammar section of the CDI: Words and

Sentences. However, the source of these and other types of potential productivity (e.g.

zero-marking) are beyond the scope of the current discussion.
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analysis of variance with item (noun vs. verb) and time (five levels) as within-

subjects factors. Not surprisingly, these data indicate that the proportion of

overregularizations increased reliably across age for both nouns and verbs

(F(,)¯±, p!±). However, in contrast to Marcus (),

overregularized plurals (M¯±%) were significantly more likely to be

reported for these children than overregularized past tense forms of irregular

verbs (M¯±%) (F(,)¯±, p!±). This effect is clearest after

 ;, prior to which children were rarely reported to produce any type of

overregularization error. Four children were not reported to produce any

overregularizations of either type at any time point.

Figure  also suggests that overregularized plural nouns were likely to be

reported at a time point which is earlier than overregularized past tense

verbs, however, no interaction between item type and time was observed

across the entire sample. Yet, this interpretation is supported by the fact that

±% of the children ( of the  who were reported to produce any

overregularizations) were first reported to produce overregularized plurals at

a point earlier (N¯) or at the same time as (N¯) their first reported

productions of overregularized past tenses. Only five children were reported

to produce overregularized past tense forms prior to the point at which their

first overregularized plural form was reported. In general, these data suggest

that the proportion of items for which children were reported to overregu-

larize is reliably and consistently greater for nouns than verbs across the

period studied here. In addition, there is some suggestion that errors on

irregular nouns occurred developmentally prior to errors on irregular verbs.

Although children overregularized irregular nouns reliably more often

than verbs, this tendency was not as great as one might predict given the

quite substantial differences in the proportion of irregular types in the
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English plural versus past tense systems. Thus, it seems reasonable to

propose that some other factor might come into play in determining the onset

and likelihood of overregularization errors. A connectionist approach would

posit that items that are quite familiar to children would be resistant to

overregularization errors.

Figure  presents the mean proportion of correct irregular forms of nouns

and verbs reported for children at each of the five time points. These data

indicate that correct irregular plural nouns (M¯±%) were indeed more

likely to be included in the reported lexicons of these children than correct

irregular past tense verbs (M¯±%). A repeated measures multivariate

analysis of variance with time and item type (noun vs. verb) as the within-

subjects factors indicated that this difference is reliable (F(,)¯±,

p!±) across the entire time period, although clearly there is some

convergence at the later assessment points. This convergence is reflected in

a statistically reliable time by item interaction (F(,)¯±, p!±).

  

These findings revealed reliable differences in the likelihood that parents will

report that their child is overregularizing the English nominal and verbal

regular inflections. Contrary to the findings reported in Marcus (),

children were significantly more likely to be reported to produce overregu-

larizations of nouns versus verbs during this period. Several factors may have

contributed to the discrepancies between the two studies. First, Marcus

() averaged observations across an age range that went well beyond the

period studied here. By focusing on a narrower age range, the current study

suggests that at least one period of acquisition exists in which overregularized

plural nouns are more likely to be observed than overregularized past tense





    

verbs. Of course, this does not rule out the possibility that there are periods

in which the converse is also the case, nor that the rates are generally

comparable over the first five or so years of acquisition. However, in our

view, collapsing across a broad and significant period of acquisition may have

masked reliable and important distinctions in the developmental trajectories

of the two systems.

Secondly, our analyses focused on standard sets of irregular nouns and

verbs that are likely to comprise some of the earliest irregular forms that are

acquired by children. By limiting our analyses to these subsets of items, we

invariably risk losing access to the range of overregularization errors that are

produced by these children across all irregular forms. At the same time, we

gain insight into the patterns of overregularization that occur with respect to

the forms that are most common in young children’s lexicons and hence, that

are the most likely to be reliably represented in naturalistic speech.

A final source of discrepancy is likely to rest in the use of parental report

rather than naturalistic observation. There are clearly advantages and

disadvantages of both classes of techniques (Fenson, Dale, Reznick, Bates,

Thal & Pethick,  ; Tomasello & Mervis, ), each with its own utility

and benefits, as well as the potential for vulnerability to bias and sampling

limitations. However, several recent studies have demonstrated that carefully

constructed parental report instruments can serve as a reliable and valid

technique for the study of several key phenomena of acquisition (Bates et al.,

 ; Marchman & Bates, ). Indeed, for this sample of children, rank-

order correlations between size of reported production vocabulary from the

CDI and performance on a laboratory word production task were quite high

across most of the period analysed here (Jahn-Samilo, ). In light of these

successes, the current study suggests that, at the very least, it was premature

to accept the null hypothesis that meaningful and reliable differences in rate

of overregularizations in the two systems do not exist.

These data also indicated that irregular plural forms are a familiar and

well-established part of children’s early lexicons, represented proportionately

more frequently than irregular past tense forms in the lexicons of children in

this age period. Children’s familiarity with irregular plurals may allow those

items to withstand interference from the larger class of regulars (i.e. resist

regularization), as predicted by Plunkett & Marchman (, ). Of

course, other factors are also proposed to play a role in the acquisition of

individual items (e.g. phonological regularity), adding an additional con-

straint on the conditions for generalization and productive language use. We

should emphasize that we have only touched on a subset of the factors that

can possibly influence children’s productive use of plural and past tense

English inflectional morphology. In addition, it would be highly unlikely that

acquisition in these domains progresses in isolation from each other or

related systems, such as the English possessive. Modelling and empirical
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endeavours will no doubt continue to benefit from broadening the scope of

inquiry beyond a single grammatical domain and exploring issues that arise

crosslinguistically (e.g. Plunkett & Nakisa, in press; Hare, Elman & Daugh-

erty,  ; cf. Marcus, Brinkman, Clahsen, Wiese, & Pinker,  ;

McCarthy & Prince, ).

In sum, within the connectionist perspective, the ability of a language-

learner to organize a heterogeneous set of mappings (e.g. regular and

irregular forms) is dependent upon the competition and convergence among

a variety of input-driven factors, each of which contribute to when a system

will generalize and when the system is able to learn individual mapping pairs.

Based on models of only a small piece of children’s grammatical systems,

Plunkett & Marchman (, ) suggested that type frequency was one

important factor in determining patterns of productivity for children learning

the English past tense. Subsequent analyses have suggested that this factor

may indeed go a long way in predicting conditions for generalization across

languages (see discussions in Bybee, ). However, adequate evaluations of

the impact of type frequency, and thus the validity of the conclusions of

Plunkett & Marchman (, ) and others, cannot be made outside the

context of other potentially relevant facts of grammatical systems, like token

frequency. This short study sought to be a reminder of the importance of

evaluating multiple sources of constraint on children’s acquisition of inflec-

tional morphology (see also Elman et al., ). Contrary to the conclusions

drawn by Marcus (), the results indicate that a connectionist viewpoint

can offer a plausible account of the facts of acquisition for both the English

plural and past tense systems.
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